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press ContaCt : Isabelle de puysegur 
tel : 33(0)1 45 49 17 97 —  i.puysegur@wanadoo.fr

pIasa s.a., in 
partnership with 
Moulinsart,  
holders of the 
exclusive rights 
to exploiting Hergé’s 
creative output – 
are teaming up 
to stage an Hergé 
auction  in paris 
on saturday 29 
May 2010.

the sale, to be held 
at Drouot-
Montaigne, 
will be limited to 
250 carefully 
selected works - 
original drawings & 
plates,
first editions,
rare objects and
old documents -
all by or relating 
to Hergé: 
the creator of tintin

Latest News of « the auctioN hergé » 
Paris 2010
TinTin & The ShellS, a comPLeteLy uNkNowN masterPiece

saturday 29 May 2010
Drouot Montaigne, paris
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Tintin et les coquillages. Dessin à l’encre de Chine, aquarelle et gouache sur papier à dessin. 20,7 cm x 26,6 cm. 50 000 € / 70 000 € (détail)
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PIASA PRESS CONTACT : 
Isabelle de puysegur 

tel/fax : +33 (0)1 45 49 17 97
i.puysegur@wanadoo.fr

FURTHER INFORMATION:

(Fr) thibaut Van Houte

tel/fax : + 32 475 69 75 38
bdcomics2@hotmail.com

(nL) Marcel Wilmet

tel : +32 495 533 548
marcel.wilmet@
moulinsart.be

PIASA BRUSSELS:
Michel Wittamer

tel : +32 474 010 010
tel : +32 2 640 56 45
galeriewittamer@swing.be

PIASA PARIS :
stéphanie trifaud
tel : +33 (0)1 53 34 10 13
s.trifaud@piasa.fr

« the auctioN hergé » Paris 2010
TinTin & The ShellS, a comPLeteLy uNkNowN masterPiece

as they were closing the catalogue of the hergé sale, to be organized by Piasa at Drouot 
montaigne on may 29, the moulinsart experts (who have been assisting and advising 
the french auctioneers) saw their indefatigable ‘treasure hunt’ rewarded beyond their 
wildest dreams - with the thrill of receiving two quite exceptional items: one of fi ve artist’s 
castings of Nat Neujean’s magnifi cent 1976 bronze sculpture tintin & sculpture; and an 
original hergé 1947 drawing in indian ink, watercolour and gouache, previously unknown 
to studios hergé.
it transpires that this drawing, which experts have named tintin & the shells, was 
a birthday present from the artist to one of his best friends. this glowing, tightly 
constructed yet exuberant maritime scene off ers fans of hergé’s clear-lined style 
something quite diff erent from the adventures of tintin.

Join us in discovering these two superb works (lots n°97 & 105).
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auction : 

saturday 29 may 2010
Drouot Montaigne –2pm

Viewing

BrUsseLs

Hôtel soLVaY
avenue Louise 224
1050 Brussels

friday 14 may 2-5pm
saturday 15, monday 17 
& tuesday 18 may 
10am-noon & 2-5pm

parIs
 
private Viewing
pIasa
5 rue Drouot
75009 paris

Monday 24, tuesday 25 
& Wednesday 26 May
10am-noon & 2-6pm

public Viewing
 
DroUot MontaIGne
15 avenue Montaigne
75008 paris
 
friday 28 may
11am-6pm
saturday 29 may
11am-noon

© Nat Neujean, Hergé-Moulinsart 2010

lot 97

Bronze sculpture 
of Tintin & Snowy
Bronze sculpture, cast using
the lost wax technique, 
signed Nat Neujean and 
numbered E.A. 2/3 (1976); 
stamp of Pinella de Andreïs 
& Figli foundry on base

HEIGHT: 1 800 MM – 70 ¾IN

€100,000-120,000 
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Life of the artist

Nat Neujean is the fi rst sculptor to have brought Tintin to life by giving him three 
dimensions, at the request of his creator Hergé. Born in Antwerp on 5 January 1923, 
Nat Neujean studied sculpture at the Antwerp Academy of Fine Arts before settling 
in Brussels in 1945. His work rapidly became internationally renowned. A fi gurative 
and portrait sculptor, Nat Neujean created a monumental fountain for the town 
of Namur (1950) and many works for the city of Brussels, including a bas-relief 
for the Bibliothèque Royale Albert I, the sculpture of ‘Les deux femmes enlacées’ 
that stands over three metres high in the Botanique and the bust of Robert Schuman at the 
entrance of the Parc du Cinquantenaire. He has also worked in Milan and New York (1960).

From 1940, he sculpted many portraits of famous people throughout the world including 
Hergé, André Malraux, Henry Moore, David Ben Gourion, Salvador Dali, Paul Delvaux, 
J.J. Gaillard, Robert Schuman (founder of the European Union), Supreme Court Judge S.I. 
Rosenman (president of the board of directors of Twentieth Century Fox and advisor 
to U.S. President Roosevelt), T. Crow, Dr F. Stanton, M. Mannilow (president of the 
Sheraton Hotel chain), E. de Villegas de Clercamps (President of Générale de Banque), 
D. Cardon de Lichtbuer (president of Banque Bruxelles Lambert), E. Legrand, J. Errera, 
L. Oliver and G. Manzu, among others. 

In 1951 Hergé had the idea, along with Editions Lombard, of creating a line of vinyl 
fi gurines to commemorate his characters. The author and publisher turned to the children’s 
toy company MIRIM. Hergé had already met Nat Neujean in his studio in 1947, during 
a reception organised by the French Embassy to celebrate the completion of a bust 
of French author and statesman André Malraux. The creator of Tintin asked the sculptor 
to create the master models for the new fi gurines. Nat Neujean hesitated in accepting 
the commission for many years, as he considered the fact that the characters already 
existed and did not belong to him to detract somewhat from his personal creative process. 
Finally, following many meetings with Hergé and the provision of a range of diagrams 
showing the character from all angles, in 1953 Nat Neujean created the fi rst sculpture 
of Tintin, which was 200 mm (7 ¾ in) tall. Hergé was surprised by the result, feeling 
as if he had discovered his lead character all over again. Sculptures of the other characters 
quickly followed. Nat Neujean’s next move was to create, on his own initiative, a bust 
of Tintin in clay. Hergé was fascinated by the process and commissioned the same bust 
in granite. This sculpture took pride of place in Hergé’s offi ce from 1954, and can be seen 
today at the Belgian Comic Strip Centre in Brussels. Nat Neujean also undertook a bust 
of the comic strip author himself. Although the work was not completed, the rough version 
was cast in bronze and Hergé acquired a copy. In 1975, as a surprise for Hergé, Raymond 
Leblanc (director of Editions Lombard) and Guy Dessicy (Publiart) commissioned 
a full-length statue of Tintin and Snowy for the thirtieth birthday of Tintin magazine. 
Nat Neujean began his work by creating a preliminary study on a smaller scale 
(700 mm – 27 ½ in). He spent a month solving various problems of proportion before 
undertaking the fi nal statue. Using his son as a model, he reduced the size of Tintin’s head 
and gave him a more arched stance. Snowy is portrayed as turning away from his master t
o give the impression of independence. On 29 September 1976, in Wolvendael Park, 
Uccle, the Belgian Minster of Culture, Henri-François van Aal, cut a ribbon to inaugurat
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Hergé and Nat Neujean in the sculptor’s studio (1975) © : Private collection

TinTin & The ShellS
The best birthday present

the colour drawing Tintin et les coquillages (Tintin and the shells) was created by hergé 
in the autumn of 1947, on the occasion of the fi ftieth birthday of one of his best friends, 
edouard cnapelinckx. 

hergé’s friend was an avid collector of shells and was fascinated by everything to do with 

the marine world. he must have been extremely pleased with the wonderful drawing that 
georges off ered him as a gift. 

edouard and his second wife manon became very close to the remis during world war ii. 
it is highly likely that georges and edouard were introduced by a mutual friend, Jacques 
van melkebeke, who was a writer and artist for Le soir Jeunesse. the adventures of tintin 
were published in this magazine from its very fi rst issue on 17 october 1940. 

Van melkebeke was also the man who introduced hergé to edgar-Pierre Jacobs on the 
occasion of the fi rst performance of tintin aux indes (tintin in india) on 15 april 1941, 
a play co-written by van melkebeke and the creator of tintin and snowy.
for many years Jacques van melkebeke and his wife ginette, edgar-Pierre Jacobs, georges 
and germaine remi, and edouard cnapelinckx and his wife all met frequently, as we can 
see in photos that still exist. 

the cnapelinckx family owned a property in oostduinkerke on the Belgian coast. their 
friends were regular guests. a seaside scene was the perfect birthday present for such 
a good host. the numerous personal inscriptions that hergé penned for edouard and 
manon – and for manon’s granddaughter monique – bear witness to the close relationship 
between hergé and the couple, who managed the clothing company mantérob in the centre 
of Brussels. 

it was at the request of edouard cnapelinckx in 1945, that hergé drafted some superb 
drawings for a silk scarf to commemorate the liberation of Belgium. amazingly, this rare 
piece, showing tintin waving the Belgian and British fl ags, is also listed for sale in this 
catalogue (see 208). 
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105. 

Tintin and the shells
Professor Calculus and his 
pendulum, Tintin carrying a 
shell, Captain Haddock carrying 
the Unicorn, and Snowy, walking 
together on a beach. Indian ink, 
watercolour and gouache on 
drawing paper.

Dimensions : 207 x 266 mm 
– 8 ¼ x 10 ½ in

€50 000 / 70 000
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as the ultimate proof of their friendship, hergé included edouard twice in tintin’s 
adventures. on the fi rst occasion (1946) as he drew the crowd in the syldavian king’s 
impressive throne room on page 59 of King Ottokar’s Sceptre, hergé portrayed his friend 
on the left as the aristocrat with a monocle, hook nose and grey hair. edouard shows up on 
a second occasion (1947) in the scene at the hippodrome on page 16 of the seven crystal 
Balls, in one of the boxes along with e.P. Jacobs.

Monsieur Wilmet
Head of Communication at the Hergé Museum
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a

le Crabe aux pinces d’or
(The Crab with the Golden 
Claws)
Watercolour on printed plate
Plate 28.4 x 19.6cm
Drawing 24.7 x 18cm
Coloured version of plate (p.29) 
from 1948 version of 
album of same name

€6,000/8,000

the ‘hergé’ saLe - Paris 2010 
a Piasa catalogue full of wonderful surprises

when Piasa and moulinsart decided to team up to organize an ‘hergé sale’ in Paris – 
in collaboration with independent expert thibaut Van houte – they announced from 
the outset that their main goal was to unearth or track down unknown, forgotten and 
supposedly lost items and bring them to the attention of specialists and connoisseurs.

mission accomplished! the three parties have succeeded in earning the confi dence
not just of numerous famous (or not-so-famous) collectors looking to release some
of their pieces, but also (and above all) of a host of private collectors who, while aware
they had valuable items in their possession – hergé’s reputation needs no elaboration
– did not realize their worth or how to have them valued. the result: the Piasa hergé sale – 
Paris 2010 catalogue… a treasure-trove of never-seen original plates, sketches
and coloured drawings from the early days of tintin albums, along with old objects
and rare, unpublished documents.

here we present a sneak preview of sale highlights. all 250 lots can be discovered
in the catalogue to be published at the start of may.
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B

l’Affaire Tournesol

Pencil sketch with Indian ink 
highlights for plate n°10, 
on drawing paper 
52.5 x 35.9cm
Dedicated to Dr Georges Mercier
(24 February 1982)

€90,000/120,000
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C

le Sceptre d’Ottokar

Plates 75/76
Indian ink, watercolour & 
gouache on drawing paper
59.6 x 39.6cm
Published in Le Petit Vingtième 
n°17, 27 April 1939

€250,000-300,000
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D

Typewritten minutes
of weekly editorial meetings
of  tintin magazine

July 1952- May 1955
198 pages in folder labelled 
compte-rendus des
conférences du journal Tintin
with Tintin & Snowy collage
Hergé’s own copy, comprising
numerous preparatory 
sketches & annotations

€30,000-40,000

e

Objectif lune

Lithograph 35.4 x 55.2cm
for Publiart 
Reproduction of unpublished plate 
author’s copy n°13/50 signed
by Hergé in pencil  in margin 
bottom-right with dedication
to  France et Roger Ferrari, 
amicalement (France Ferrari was
a  Studios Hergé colourist)
Counter-signed by Hergé 
Dated 1 January 1979 (in ink)
Mint condition

€2,000-3,000
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F

les Aventures de Tintin Re-
porter du Petit «Vingtième» 
au Congo (Tintin’s Adventures 
in the Congo)

Editions du Petit Vingtième 
(1931) 
Green cloth back
One of 500 stamped copies 
signed Tintin & Milou (in ink)
One of 25 known copies in 
private hands
Extremely rare copy n°20,
in good condition, small 
inscription top-left of cover,

light fold top-left of cover, 
signs of wear, back slightly 
unstitched, traces of reading
in margins, small turquoise 
Stains pp 20/21, tear pp 63/64

€18,000-20,000
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G

l’etoile mystérieuse

First edition (Casterman 1942)
Lacking title page 1 
Navy blue fl y-leaves in 
exceptional, near-perfect 
condition, remarkabkly fresh 
cover, interior quasi-new,
barely opened, very slight foxing

€7,000-10,000

H

les Aventures de Tintin
Reporter du Petit «Vingtième»
en Amérique (Tintin’s
Adventures in America)
Editions du Petit Vingtième 
(1932) 
Copy in very fi ne condition, 
perfect red cloth back,
very fresh cover, interior in 
perfect condition. Exceptional 
overall condition

€20,000-25,000
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I

Tintin au Congo

Indian ink with watercolour
27 x 22cm
Shows Tintin in colonial costume
brandishing a rifl e, with Snowy 
alongside
Dedicated to Philippe Vogel
‘so he can take this souvenir 
of the “Land of Tintin” with 
him to the Congo, with kindest 
regards from Hergé’
Dated 15 June 1959

€15,000-18,000
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hergé (1907-1983)

1907  georges remi born in Brussels into a modest family (may 22).
  
1924  signs drawings with pseudonym hergé (rg ) – his initials reversed.
 
1925  georges remi starts work in subscription department of le XXe Siècle,
a daily newspaper directed by abbé Norbert wallez.
 
1928  hergé asked to create children’s supplement for le XXe Siècle;
fi rst issue of Petit Vingtième (November 1).
 
1929  Birth of tintin & snowy in le Petit Vingtième (January 10).
 
1930  creation of Quick & flupke, again for le Petit Vingtième.
  
1932  georges remi marries germaine kieckens, secretary to abbé wallez,
in Laeken, a suburb of Brussels (July 21).
 
 1934  chang, a chinese student, works with hergé on the Blue Lotus,
persuading  hergé to construct his stories with greater care and use
of documentation, avoiding stereotypes – comic-strips are now a serious matter.
casterman start publishing the tintin albums.
 
 1935  creation of Jo, Zette & Jocko for french weekly Coeurs Vaillants.
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1940  german invasion of Belgium puts an end to le XXe Siècle.
hergé publishes tintin in le Soir, a daily under occupying control.
 
1942  at casterman’s request, hergé reformats earlier tintin stories
for publication in standardized 64-page colour albums.
  
1946  Publisher raymond Leblanc launches Tintin weekly (26 september).
 
 1950  hergé founds studios hergé to oversee his most ambitious project:
On a marché sur la lune (Walking on the Moon).
 
 1958  hergé undergoes personal crisis, refl ected in Tintin au Tibet, an album
evoking infi delity.
 
 1960  hergé works less, discovers modern art and develops a passion for painting;
starts travelling with his new partner, fanny Vlamynck.
 
1977 georges remi marries fanny Vlamynck in uccle, Brussels (20 may).
 
1983 georges remi, aka hergé, dies in Brussels (3 march). 

1986 
Launch of fondation 
hergé (30 December).
 
2006 
fondation hergé 
becomes studios hergé.

2009
hergé museum 
inaugurated in Louvain-
la-Neuve, Belgium.
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PHOTOS & COPYRIGHT
29 May 2010

we would like to remind you that photographs
in this press dossier are available ‘without reserve’
(strictly in the context of articles devoted to the auction
to be held by Piasa s.a., in partnership with moulinsart,
at Drouot-montaigne 29 may 2010), with the exception 
of the covers (please contact the Piasa press service).

obligatory mention to appear beneath any reproduction:
© Hergé – Moulinsart 2010

High-resolution photos are available:
  - contact Piasa press service :
isabelle de Puysegur – tel/fax : 33(0)1 45 49 17 97

PIASA is one of the leading auction fi rms in france. its reputation is based on 
scrupulous concern for commercial standards, and on off ering clients, vendors
and buyers the highest quality service based on rigour, receptiveness and art-market 
experience. in collaboration with its highly regarded team of experts, Piasa stages 
around 80 sales per year – ranging from specialist themed sales to prestigious 
collections.

MOULINSART has exclusive global rights to exploit hergé’s creative output and,
as such, has sole authority to reproduce and authorize the reproduction of all
or part of hergé’s work, and authorize any publication of hergé’s work. moulinsart
is partnering Piasa sa for the hergé sale in Paris on may 29. 

LES STUDIOS HERGÉ was founded by fanny rodwell, hergé’s sole legatee, and is
a non-profi t-making association based in Brussels – the home of the “father”
of tintin. the goal of studios hergé is to protect and promote hergé’s œuvre,
ensuring it is respected in form and in spirit.


